PSDS Air Division

The Company To Turn To For High-Purity At High-Pressure

The slogan “High Purity at High Pressure” perfectly sums up the theme in our products. Whether a filter cartridge or a length of stainless-steel tubing, every product in this catalog was designed for use with highly compressed and highly purified gases. The theme doesn’t end with that, however. Behind the brand name on each package lies a product with a reputation for high quality—a reputation earned on an unending quest for dependable engineering, quality construction, and creative ideas. We know that more than just our reputation depends on these factors; your safety does!

X-pendable® Filter Cartridge (pictured)

Lawrence Factor® offers a huge array of X-pendable® brand cartridges to fill almost any need or to fit most any other brand name system.

Air Purification

Purification Division—Introduced in 1979, the X-pendable® filter cartridge is now in use the world over—purifying HI-PSI air and gas. This division continues to expand, offering a wide variety of filtration products.

X-pendable® Filter Cartridge (pictured)

Lawrence Factor® offers a huge array of X-pendable® brand cartridges to fill almost any need or to fit most any other brand name system.

Purification Systems—Crafting new hardware for the purification of HI-PSI air/gas.

X-zam® Lab Division

A highly sophisticated analytical lab—a world leader in breathing gases.

The reason to have your gas analyzed by X-zam® Labs are varied - but in most cases it has to do with quality control of a compressed air/gas product.

In some cases a regulation is requiring you to perform regular analysis on your system common on breathing air. In other cases you may be trying to locate a source of contamination in an air/gas system anwd X-zam® is a perfect troubleshooting tool. In any case, it’s just a matter of good sense to assure yourself, your staff, and your clients that your system is performing as it should.

With X-zam® Labs you’ll have the confidence and security in knowing that your air/gas system is being monitored by a team of experts. We’ll help you every step of the way.
Detection Of Carbon Monoxide In a Scuba Tank Is Now Easy & Affordable

**CO-PRO™** is a quick and effective way to protect yourself from the harmful effects of Carbon Monoxide (CO) often detected in your Scuba tank.

Carbon Monoxide is a poison and in a divers breathing air it can cause illness, injury, or even death. Since CO is an invisible, odorless gas it can not be detected by just “sniffing”. With **CO-PRO™** anyone can test his/her own air quickly and affordably.

---

**High Purity at High Pressure**

Let **PSDS Air Division** Be Your #1 Source For Your High Pressure Breathing-Air!

This rapidly expanding segment of our business is proven to be a tremendous asset for your department. We are excited to provide high purity products from **Lawrence Factor®**.

Lawrence Factor® is deeply rooted in the field of high-pressure gases, founded in 1979 with the Flask refillable filter cartridge for scuba diving. Since that time, and through the decades of technical advancement, Lawrence Factor® has become one of the most recognized names in breathing-air. But our expertise doesn’t end there. Our purification products are found in a multitude of applications. To include: CNGV Refueling Stations, Aeronautical / Space Exploration, Scientific Laboratories and Missile Guidance Systems.

**New Parts™ Division**

*Developing & Manufacturing Products For The Maintenance Of Hi-PSI Compressors*

At **New Parts™** we strive to deliver the best possible quality, performance, and price in high-pressure compressor spares so that you can keep on going.